PERMIT FEE SCHEDULE
(EFFECTIVE 12/01/96)

BUILDING CODE

PLAN REVIEW: For applications requiring review (not processed over-the-counter)
$25.00+.75/1000 -Based on cost of construction without mechanicals
over $33,000
BASE FILING FEE: Variable filing fee based upon occupancy and type of work as follows:
$60.00/unit *Commercial: *New Construction/Additions
$40.00/unit *Renovations/Remodeling
$30.00/unit *Residential: *New Construction/Additions
$25.00/unit *Renovations/Remodeling
$25.00/unit *Multiple Dwellings *New Construction/Additions
$25.00/unit up to 3. *Renovations/Remodeling
$5.00/ea add’l unit
PERMIT FEE: Based on cost of construction without mechanicals:
$15.00/thousand 0-$500,000
$10.00/thousand $500,000.01 to $1,000,000
$7.50/thousand $1 million to $5 million
$5.00/thousand Over $5 million
CERTIFICATE FEE: Completion/Occupancy
$25.00* *Note-Completion fee waived for one, two and three family

ELEVATOR CODE

Permits required for all repairs over $1500.00

PLAN REVIEW: By National Elevator Services *Based on cost of construction
$68.00 Up to $91,000.00 plus
$.75/thousand Over $91,000.01
BASE FILING FEE: Per Elevator *Note-One and two family dwellings exempt
$100.00
PERMIT FEE: *Based on cost of construction
$10.00/Thousand
CERTIFICATE FEE: *Certificate of Completion/Subcontractor
$25.00

ELECTRICAL CODE

Same variable fee as in Building Code above (Electrical Cost Only)

PLAN REVIEW: Same variable fee as in Building Code above
BASE FILING FEE: Charged per electrical items installed
PERMIT FEE: $2.00/item
CERTIFICATE FEE: Certificate of Completion/Subcontractor
$25.00

MECHANICAL CODE

Same variable fee as in Building Code above (Mechanical Cost Only)

PLAN REVIEW: Same variable fee as in Building Code above
BASE FILING FEE: Same variable fee as in Building Code above
PERMIT FEE: $6.00/item Charged per HVAC/Refrigeration items installed
$2.00/item Charged per Sprinkler items installed
CERTIFICATE FEE: Certificate of Completion/Subcontractor
$25.00